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To whom it may concern, 

I, Minh Vu, am a managing partner of the Chemist Warehouse Group. I strongly agree with the letter 

submitted by Damien Gance on behalf of the Chemist Warehouse Group. 

I myself have worked in retail pharmacy for over  16 years, maybe not as long as many pharmacists 

out there but these 16 years of my personal experience from being a 1st to 4th year student, 

Pharmacy graduate, 2nd pharmacist, pharmacist in charge and now pharmacy proprietor working 

and having experience in both independent/traditional and discount pharmacy, I can confidently say 

that discount pharmacy does not provide a lower level of care then an independent/traditional 

pharmacy . If anything I would say we provide a better level of care. 

Being able to have 3 pharmacies in the area has allowed patients to have easier access to 

medications at an affordable price that traditional pharmacies are simply not willing to match and 

opening extended hour provides my patient with a convenience that traditional pharmacies are 

simply do not have. 

We have a number of pharmacist on site that dispense medications, issue CMIs and counsel patients 

on new medications,, we have dispensing protocols strictly followed so all customers get the best 

care and treatment. I myself have picked out interactions and allergic reactions that the practitioner 

had missed, called them up to inform them and had another safe medication prescribed and 

dispensed instead , this would have surely prevented hospitalisation . We operate a flu clinic at the 

start of the year to vaccinate patients against the flu, an injection people  visiting the doctor to 

receive would require a lengthy wait, resulting in most not getting vaccinated at all, a service that 

traditional pharmacies simply do not offer. 

Being a discount pharmacy we stock a wide range of products that helps patients with ailments that 

may not have responded to medications. For example we had at the start of the year a lady 

requesting a product that will help with her arthritis as her current NSAIDS therapy was causing 

discomfort with her stomach, she was recommended Glucosamine and fish oil , she comes back 

every time she runs out and could not be happier with the results. It provided an alternate yet 

effective treatment for her problem 

I hope that my experience as a pharmacist and owner has shown that a discount pharmacy does 

provide as good a service if not better then any other pharmacy, and that we strive to provide the 

best service to our consumers in all sectors. 

Sincerely, 

Minh Vu 

Managing Partner  

My Chemist/Chemistwarehouse group 
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